


AIM: INCREASE LITERACY BY INSPIRING 
KIDS TO READ AND WRITE

positive behavior with PBIS reward systemEncourage

free books for at-home librariesProvide

daily at-home reading engagement Encourage

creativity with meet-the-author eventsInspire

self-confidence in reading and writing with workshopsDevelop

kids to become excited learners and leadersEmpower



THE COVID LEARNING GAP

•More than 1 in 3 children in kindergarten through grade 3 have little chance of reading on 
grade level by the end of the school year without major and systemic interventions. 
(Feb 2022 study in Education Week: “That’s according to a new study by the curriculum and 
assessment group Amplify, based on data from more than 400,000 students in kindergarten 
through 5th grades who participated in the dynamic indicators of basic early literacy skills, 
which Amplify administers.”)*

•Sixty-one percent of low-income families have no books at all in their homes for their children. 
The most successful way to improve reading achievement is providing access to books.

•ESSER FUNDS are available for most schools to help combat the losses in education that 
occurred throughout the pandemic, and the GOLDEN TICKET program qualifies

•Pilot programs are demonstrating positive effects in learning behavior and literacy success

*https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/more-than-1-in-3-children-who-started-school-in-the-pandemic-need-intensive-reading-help/2022/02



ELEMENTS OF THE GOLDEN TICKET TO LITERACY
ONE-SOURCE PROJECT

• Book Vending Machine 

• Includes 100 reusable golden tokens kids earn using PBIS reward system

• Filled with quality books appropriate for K-5

• RoAR GOLDEN TICKET (inserted in one book per book shipment) wins for the school: 

• Sponsored Meet-the-Author event (potential to include a book for every child)

• Sponsored writing workshop to empower student authors and create books

• TTSLP daily dial-up read-at-home support

• Reading to Daisy and Max (develop oral fluency while reading to dogs) 

• Book Read-Along Educational Phone System (read at home with recorded books)



BOOK VENDING MACHINE (BVM)

• Manufactured by Global Vending Group (GVG), Amherst, NY

• For over 30 years, GVG has provided soda and snacks to kids in 

schools. Now they are offering a healthier option: books! 

• Each BVM can hold up to 300 books, that kids select by 

redeeming  a golden token earned through a PBIS reward 

system as they strive to achieve learning and behavioral goals 

• Kids are empowered in their learning, are celebrated when 

they have secured their golden token, and feel pride in 

“earning” a book of their own and events for their school

• Studies clearly demonstrate that kids who read at home have 

much greater success in school and beyond.



THE QUEST FOR THE ROAR GOLDEN TICKET
• Kids are excited for their chance to redeem their earned golden token for a book

• A golden ticket sponsored by Random Acts of Reading is hidden inside one book

• This extra surprise awaits one child, whose golden ticket is celebrated by the whole school

• The golden ticket has a QR code the teacher scans to get a message from the author.

• The school wins a free in-person or virtual meet-the-author visit 

• Every child gets a copy of the author’s book (for the age-appropriate grades) on the 

day of the event

• The winning student has a guaranteed spot in an author workshop, which all kids can 

apply to. The 6-part workshop culminates in the group creation of a book, which is 

published by the Eifrig Publishing  imprint YACK (Young Authors--Creative Kids). The 

young authors are celebrated with an author event of their own and their book is  

included in the BVM and in a free digital library that any child can submit stories to. 



ADVANCING LITERACY WITH AT-HOME READING 
THOUGH TTSLP PROGRAMS

• Additional reading incentives are included with the GOLDEN TICKET to Literacy Project. 

• At-home reading is further supported in cooperation with the non-profit Tommy Two Shoes 

Literacy Project (TTSLP)

• Book Read-Along Educational Phone System: A reading of each picture book in the 

BVM has been recorded and is available by calling a national literacy hotline. The child 

enters the book’s read-along code into a phone and can listen to the book being read.

• Reading to Daisy and Max: Kids call up the same number with a different code, which 

allows them to “read to shelter dogs.” Research shows that this helps both kids and 

animals, as kids are excited to read to dogs and are not as nervous about perfection, 

while hearing kids talking to them calms shelter dogs significantly. Teachers receive 

records of how many minutes were read by each kid (recorded only by tel. number)



FUNDING THE PROGRAM

• Every aspect of the GOLDEN TICKET to Literacy Project fulfills the requirements for 

ESSER funds. 

• The US Dept. of Education specifies that: “An SEA or LEA may use ESSER and 

GEER funds to develop or implement an innovative approach to providing 

instruction to accelerate learning and mitigate the effects of lost instructional 

time for students most impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.”

• The ESSER guidelines emphasize that the funds must be used for programs that 

demonstrate “a rationale based on high-quality research findings or positive 

evaluation that such activity, strategy, or intervention is likely to improve student 

outcomes or other relevant outcomes”



ESSER, RANDOM ACTS OF READING, TTSLP, AND 
CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY SPONSORS

ESSER funds can be used for this one-stop literacy program

• Book vending machines, customized for each school identity 

• Filled with enough books to provide one for every child in the school

Random Acts of Reading provides GOLDEN TICKET prizes with every BVM

• Meet-the-author events 

• writing workshops

• YACK! Young Authors--Creative Kids imprint and digital library

TTSLP provides opportunities to support oral literacy 

• home reading telephone access systems for read aloud recordings

• Read to shelter dog phone line 

Corporate and community sponsors support

• the purchase of customized BVMs and books to resupply them



SOLE-SOURCE ACQUISITION

Schools have one source for:

• Customized book vending machines (and easy replenishment)

• Quality inclusive age-appropriate books from select partner publishers

• Oral literacy at-home reading programs from TTSLP

• Coordination of school-wide or grade-wide meet-the-author events

• Book writing workshops (requires local administration) that include 6 recorded 

sessions with an author leading the kids through the process of creating a book, 

which is then published in paperback form and provided to the school so the kids 

can be featured as local authors for meet-the-author events and be added to the 

BVM titles. All youth writers can submit their work to be included in a free online 

library and in an annual contest called YACK! (Young Authors-Creative Kids!)



COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Communities care about literacy:

• Public announcements share how ESSER funds are 

being applied to directly benefit local kids

• Corporate partners want to be involved 

• The BVMs can be customized with sponsor logos

• The dial-up calls are introduced by local partners

• Partners can provide the book refills (with corporate 

recognition inside)

• Self-sustaining with simple reordering of books to refill 

the machine through community and non-profit 

collaboration



GOLDEN TICKET PARTNERS
• Random Acts of Reading is a registered 501(c)(3) in Pennsylvania created by Penny Eifrig 

to promote literacy, creativity, writing, and activism for kids. It organizes free meet-the-author 

events for schools and community groups and provides free books to students. RoAR  encourages 

creativity by sponsoring a writing contest for kids, called YACK! (Young Authors-Creative Kids!), 

which also provides an imprint for young authors to share their stories. randomactsofreading.org

• Tommy Two Shoes Literacy Project was started by Thomas Womack to promote literacy in 

Arizona and beyond and is also a registered 501(c)(3). These two non-profits have been 

collaborating for years to provide books to underserved schools. tsliteracyproject.org

• Global Vending Group is located in Amherst, NY and has been manufacturing vending 

machines for over 30 years. globalvendinggroup.com

• Publisher partners include: Charles River Press, Eifrig Publishing,  Lee & Low Books, 

Penguin/Random House, Usborne Books, and Wee Creek Press. 

http://www.randomactsofreading.org/
http://www.tsliteracyproject.org/
http://www.globalvendinggroup.com/


CONTACT

To find out more about how you can bring the GOLDEN TICKET to 

Literacy Project to your school, become a sponsor, or support Random 

Acts of Reading or the Tommy Two Shoes Literacy Project, contact:

Penny Eifrig, 814.954.9445, penny@eifrigpublishing.com

Thomas Womack, 480.938.5456 , tlwomack@outlook.com

mailto:penny@eifrigpublishing.com

